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USE OF PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT (PRA) IN EXPERT
SYSTEM EVALUATION OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SAFETY*

Robert E. Unrig

The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee
and

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee**

BACKGROUND

In the years since the Three Mile Island accident, the utilities
have been overwhelmed with mandated changes, backfits, analyses,
inspections, and investigations ordered by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC). There was never enough time or
manpower to do anything except those things needed to meet
today's crisis. Public Service Commissions set availability and
capacity goals for power plants with penalties if they were not
met. "If it ain't broke, don't fix it" became the de facto mode
of operation. Little thought was given to those things that were
not absolutely essential in the immediate future.

In this environment, it would not be surprising if utilities were
less than overwhelmed by the prospect of an additional computer
in the control room to advise the operator on how to control and
manage the plant. On the other hand, if the performance of their
nuclear power plants could be improved through reduced reactor
trips or outages, detection of impending failures, increased
overall efficiency, or longer core life through modern control
and advisory systems, the utilities should welcome such an
approach.

For years, the number of trips per year per nuclear power plant
in the United States had been a cause of concern to the utilities
and the regulators, especially in the light of a lower rate of
trips in foreign plants, particularly Japan. Reduction of the
number of trips was chosen as the initial objective of the work
described here. The original concept was to simulate a nuclear
power plant on one of the ORNL computers and then to introduce a
control system incorporating an "expert system" that would
evaluate any trip signals to determine whether a trip was
warranted or whether a more benign response, such as a power
reduction, a reduction in coolant flow rate, or a turbine runback
was appropriate. Such actions, while still disruptive as far as
production of.electricity is concerned, would avoid the severe
thermal transients associated with a trip. Our goal was to
improve overall plant performance without sacrificing safety.

* For Presentation at the IEEE "Symposium on Nuclear Power
Systems," San Francisco, CA, October 21-23, 1987.
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Indeed,there may be situations (e.g., when a residual heat
removal system is malfunctioning) when operation at a reduced



power level (or even full power) may be preferable to shutting
down the plant.

It readily became apparent that there were two fatal flaws in
this scheme:

1. By the time a trip signal is generated, the plant has
reached a point where the only rational response
appropriate is a trip- Although there were a few
situations involving "anticipatory trips" on some of
the B&W plants where such a scheme might be of use, its
application w>->s very limited.

2. Perhaps more important, veiification and validation
of the operation of any system involving the use of
computers that would override a safety system
(particularly a system using artificial intelligence that
could deal with uncertainty and probability) was
probably well beyond the state of the art and not likely
to be acceptable to any regulatory authority-

Our next approach was to develop a system that would monitor the
status of the plant to identify situations which, if not
mitigated, would lead to a trip. In a sense, this was a variant
of the B&W anticipatory trip, except that it would identify the
problem much earlier in the sequence and be able to take timely
action to avoid the trip. Whether the system actually actuated
reactor hardware or merely advised the operator of the impending
problem and presented the proposed mitigating action was a
decision that was left for future consideration. Clearly, an
advisory system would precede an automatic system.

USE OF PRA IN NUCLEAR PLANT CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT

It is a well-known fact that nuclear power plants have many
redundant systems and can continue to operate with one or more of
these systems disabled. Indeed, it is standard procedure to
remove systems from service in order to test them as a part of
the testing program required by the NRC. Often there is a time
limit for any particular redundant plant component or system to
be out of service, set by the NRC as part of the technical
specifications (TSs) or the limiting conditions of operation
(LCOs) on the basis of perceived risk to the public. Since risk,
particularly perceived risk, to the public is a difficult
quantity to evaluate, most time limits in TSs and LCOs are
judgement calls by the NRC staff and the operating utility.

The introduction of probability risk assessments (PRA's) to
nuclear power plants in the Rasmussen Report (WASH-1400) gave us
a means of evaluating the risk to the public associated with the
operation of nuclear power plants, at least on a relative basis.
While the choice of the "source term" and methodology in a PRA
significantly influence the absolute probability and the
consequences of core melt, comparison of two PRA calculations for
two configurations of the same plant, carried out on a consistent
basis, can readily identify the increase in risk associated with



going from one configuration of a plant to another by removing
components or systems from service. This ratio of core melt
probabilities (assuming no recovery of failed systems) obtained
from two PRA calculations for different configurations was the
criterion (called "risk factor") chosen as a basis for making a
decision in an expert system as to what mitigating action, if
any, would be taken to avoid a trip situation from developing.
The rationale for this choice was not that this risk factor was
the best or only choice, but rather that

1. it involves PRAs that most plant managers and reactor
operators understand (at least conceptually), and PRAs
are available (or will be available) for most plants;

2. core melt probabilities (or their reciprocals) are
arguably related to nuclear safety, and hence constitute
reasonable criteria on which to base decisions
involving nuclear safety; and

3. PRISIM, a computer program that readily gives the desired
ratio of core melt probabilities (risk factors) on a
personal computer (using the results of a PRA performed
previously) had already been developed for the NRC under
a contract supervised by ORNL personnel.

PRISIM--PLANT RISK STATUS INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

PRISIM was developed by JBF Associates of Knoxville under the
sponsorship of the NRC as a system for Resident Inspectors at
nuclear power plants to provide them with a relative safety
status of the plant under all configurations. PRISIM calculated
the risk factor--the ratio of core melt probabilities of the
plant under the current configuration relative to the normal
configuration with all systems functioning—using an algorithm
that emulates the results of the original PRA. It also presents
a list of components that stand between the condition at that
time and core melt (assuming no recovery of systems or
components).

IIR--INCREMENTAL INCREASE IN RISK

The quantity selected as a criterion for decision making was the
product of the incremental probability increase for a particular
faulted configuration and the time that it exists. This
quantity, called the "incremental increase in risk" (IIR), is
shown in Figure 1, which is a plot of the probability of core
melt vs. time. If A, the probability of core melt for normal
operations, is increased, to B due to a faulty component or one
removed from service for a period of time T, then the IIR is
(B - A) * T, which is represented by the cross-hatched area in
Figure 1. The concept adopted in our studies was that the
limiting value for IIR would be the same for all situations.
(This is not consistent with current NRC practice.) Since the
PRISIM prototype had used the PRA for Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO),
a B&W pressurized light water reactor, our study adopted a B&W
plant of that vintage and size for demonstration purposes. An



early PRA on ANO indicated that it had a core melt probability of
3.79 * 10~4 per year or 4.33 * 10~8 per hour with all systems
operational.

PRISIM considers the removal from service of about 90 components
or subsystems in eleven major systems. Table 1 shows these
components and subsystems of ANO and the values of the risk
factor calculated by PRISIM if they are removed from service.
Multiple failures are considered, but the risk factors for
individual components or systems do not combine in any logical
way. For instance, System A (Battery & Switch Gear Emergency
Cooling System) has six components that have risk factors of 10,
that is, the core melt probability would increase by 10 if they
are removed from service. These are:

COMPONENT OR SUBSYSTEM RISK FACTOR

Al. Chilled Water Train A 10
A2. Chilled Water Train B 10
A4. North Battery Room Freon Unit VEIB 10
A6. South Switchgear Room Unit Cooler VUC2B 10
A7. North Switchgear Room Unit Cooler VUC2D 10
A8. Unit Cooler VUC2B inlet Block Valve AC41B 10

The combined risk factors for two systems out of service are:

Al and A2 73
A4 and A6 67
A7 and A8 19

The combined risk factors for three systems out of service are:

Al, A2, and A4 130
A6, A7, and A8 120
A4, A7 , and A8 28

Clearly, there is no pattern for combining risk factors.

In order to select a limiting value of IIR, the LCOs and TSs for
ANO were reviewed. The particular situation chosen for our
decision criteria was the LCO associated with all components of
one train of the auxiliary feedwater system, which allowed it to
be out of service for up to 36 hours and for which PRISIM gave a
risk factor value of 18.2. Hence the new core melt probability
for this faulted configuration is 18.2 * 4.33 * 10~8 or 78.81 *
10"8 per hour, and hence the value of IIR is (78.81 - 4.33)10~8 *
36 = 2.68 * 10"^. The concept envisioned here is that the plant
would be shut down {either automatically or by the operator upon
the advice of our expert system) when the IIR reached this value.
It is interesting to note that most, but not all, of the
incremental integrated risks for the various limitations imposed
by LCO's and TSs are less than this value. This means that there
is a strong argument, based on constant incremental increase in
risk (IIR), that NRC should increase the times for many other
components or systems being out of service (or alternately, NRC
might want to decrease the time for one train of the auxiliary



feedwater system being cut of service).

JBF Associates developed for the modified PRISIM program a "live"
display that calculates the risk factor for a particular
configuration and presents a bar chart showing how long the plant
could continue to operate before our chosen limiting value of IIR
(2.68 * 10~5) Was exceeded. Some configurations could go for
days or weeks without exceeding our limiting IIR value while
others could go for only a few "hours. Plant personnel can chose
the component or components they want to take out of service, and
this modified PRISIM program would calculate how long the plant
could operate before the components had to be returned to service
or the plant shut down.

The principal virtue of this system is its simplicity. It gives
the plant manager a good indication of the time available to get
components back into service and avoid a shutdown. It also fits
into the format of an expert system with "if-then-else" rules in
its knowledge base. (For instance, " ^ one train of the
auxiliary feed water system is inoperative, then it must be put
back into service within 36 hours, else the plant must be shut
down," or "̂ If the IIR reaches 2.68 * 10~5, then the plant must be
shut down, else the LCO will be violated.")

One difficulty with this system is the situation in which a
component or system out or service produces a deminimus IIR.
Although the true risk to the plant and the public is
insignificant, the value of IIR continues to grow over time
toward the limiting value. For a faulty component that has a
risk factor of 1.5 (a 50% increase in a very small risk), the
limiting value of IIR would be reached in 1238 hours or 51.6
days, requiring the plant to be shut down. There are several
solutions to this problem. One is to use a type of "forgiving"
system that ignores or deemphasizes the influence of problems in
the past. Another possibility is to use a negative exponential
weighting with passing time (a form of convolution). This can be
readily implemented with an appropriate exponential decay
constant and a newly defined limiting parameter, which would be
different than the IIR used above. A third alternative (which
was actually implemented by JBF Associates) is to usa a 72-hour
"moving window" in which the influence of any configuration that
existed more than 72 hours (or some other appropriate time
period) in the past does not contribute to the calculation of
IIR.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

The expert system "shell" chosen for this program was Texas
Instrument's "Personal Consultant Plus." Rules involving risk
factors, IIR, and the time before shutdown given by PRISIM were
incorporated into the knowledge base as well as rules associated
with the list of components presented by PRISIM that stood
between the present configuration and core melt. The PRISIM
program was modified to calculate incremental risk on a
continuous basis and then to calculate a continuous IIR value



using a three-day moving window. These values were entered
manually into the expert system, which then presented its
conclusions for consideration by plant personnel.

We are now in the process of physically linking the two computers
with PRISIM and Personal Consultant Plus so that data from PRISIM
can be fed directly into the knowledge base of the expert system.
We are also looking at alternate PRA programs that can be updated
more easily than PRISIM as well as an expert system specifically
designed for this application. However, the use of the two
separate personal computers for PRISIM and the expert system has
demonstrated the validity of using probabilistic risk assessment
as a basis for decisions in an expert system to advise nuclear
power plant operators regarding the safety status of the plant.
Indeed, this type of system could have warned the plant operators
at Chernobyl that they were getting into deep trouble as they
disabled various safety systems.

IIR - (B - A) x T

TIME
< — T — >

Figure 1. Plot of Core Melt Probability vs. Time Out of Service
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FIGURE 1 . PRISIM RISK FACTORS

COHPONENT LIST

A. BATTERY & SWITCHGEAR EMERGENCY COOLING SYSTEM

1 . CHILLED WATER TRAIN A
RISK FACTOR 10

2. CHILLED WATER TRAIN B
RISK FACTOR 10

3. CHILLER UNIT VCH4A CHILLED WATER "
INLET VALVE AC206A

RISK FACTOR 9.6
4. CHILLER UNIT VCH4B CHILLED WATER

INLET VALVE AC206B
RISK FACTOR 10

5. NORTH BATTUY ROOM FREON UNIT VE1B
RISK FACTOR 1.0

6. NORTH SWITCHGEAR ROOM UNIT COOLER VUC2D
RISK FACTOR 10

7. SOUTH SWITCHGEAR ROOM UNIT COOLER VUC2B
RISK FACTOR 10

8. UNIT COOLER VUC2B INLET BLOCK VALVE AC41B
RISK FACTOR 10

9. UNIT COOLER VUC2D INLET BLOCK VALVE AC41D
RISK FACTOR 9.6

10. NORTH BATTERY ROOM UNIT COOLER VUC14A
RISK FACTOR 1.0

B. CORS FLOODING SYSTEM

1. TANK T2A OUTLET BLOCK VALVE CV2415
OR CHECK ViVLVE CF1A

RISK FACTOR 1.1
2. TANK T2B OUTLET BLOCK VALVE CV2419

OR CHECK VALVE CF1B
RISK FACTOR 1.1

C. D.C. POWER SYSTEM

1. BATTERY D06
RISK FACTOR 2.0

2. BATTERY D07
RISK FACTOR 1.0

3. 120 V AC BUS RSI
RISK FACTOR 11

4. 120 V AC BUS RS2
RISK FACTOR 3.6

5. 125 V DC BUS D01
RISK FACTOR .1.2

6. 125 V DC BUS D02
RISK FACTOR 29

7. 125 V DC BUS RA1
RISK FACTOR ]. 2

8. 125 V DC BUS RA2
RISK FACTOR 4.3

9. 125 V DC PANE D21
RISK FACTOR 4.3

10. INVERTER Y22
RISK FACTOR 1.8

11. INVERTER Y22 DC SUPPLY BREAKER 242A
RISK FACTOR 1 . 5

D. EHERGENCE A . C . POWER SYSTEM

1. DIESEL GENERATOR 1
RISK FACTOR 4 - 8

2. DIESEL GENERATOR 2
RISK FACTOR 4.6

3. 4160 V AC BUS A3
RISK FACTOR 16

4. 4160 V AC BUS A4
RISK FACTOR 12

5. 480 V AC BUS B5
RISK FACTOR 13

6. 480 V AC BUS B6
RISK FACTOR 12

7. 480 V AC MCC B51
RISK FACTOR 10

8. 480 V AC MCC B52
RISK FACTOR 12

?. 480 V AC MCC B56
RISK FACTOR 10

10. A8O V AC MCC B61
RISK FACTO?. 9.6

11. 480 V AC MCC B62
RISK FACTOR 12

E. EMERGENCY FEEDWATER INITIATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM

1. CONTROL/VECTOR TRAINS B OR C
(TURBINE-DRIVEN PUMP TRAIN)
RISK FACTOR 1.1

2. TRIP TRAIN A (STARTS BOTH EFS PUMPS)
RISK FACTOR %... 1.0

3. TRIP INTERFACE EQUIPMENT (TIE) TO
MOTOR DRIVEN PUMP (TRIP TRAIN A)
RISK FACTOR 1.0

4. TRIP TRAIN B (STARTS EFS
TURBINE-DRIVEN PUMP)
RISK FACTOR 1.0

5. TRIP INTERFACE EQUIPMENT (TIE) TO
TURBINE-DRIVEN PUMP (TRIP TRAIN B)
RISK FACTOR 1.0

F. EHERGENCY FEEDWATER SYSTEM

1. CONDENSATE SUPPLY VALVE CV2800
RISK FACTOR 1.2

2. CONDENSATE SUPPLY VALVE CV 3802
RISK FACTOR 3.9

3. PUMP P7A
RISK FACTOR 6.S

4. PUMP P7A OUTLET CHECK VALVE FW10A
RISK FACTOR 3.9

5. PUMP P7A TURBINE STEAM SUPPLY VALVE CV2613
RISK FACTOR 1 .C

6. PUMP P7A TURBINE STEAM SUPPLY VALVE CV2663
RISK FACTOR 1.0

7. PUMP P7B
RISK FACTOR 1.4

8. PUMP P7B OUTLET CHECK VALVE FW10B
RISK FACTOR 1.2

9. QUALIFIED CONDENSATE STORAGE
TANK BLOCK VALVE XV-3

RISK FACTOR 45



FIGURE 1 (CONTINUED). PRISIM RISK FACTORS

G. ENGINEERED SAFEGUARDS ACTUATION SYSTEM

1. CHANNEL 1 LOGIC UNIT
RISK FACTOR 3.6

2. CHANNEL 2 LOGIC UNIT
RISK FACTOR 1.5

3. EVEN CHANNELS POWER SUPPLY
RISK FACTOR 1.5

4. ODD CHANNELS POWER SUPPLY
RISK FACTOR 8.8

H. HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM

1. ALIGNED STANDBY MAKEUP PUMP
RISK FACTOR A.8

2. EORATED WATER STORAGE TANK
OUTLET BLOCK VALVE BW1X
R^SK FACTOR 56

3. BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK OUTLET
HEADER ISOLATION VALVE CV1407A

RISK FACTOR A.3
4. BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK OUTLET

HEADER ISOLATION VALVE CV1408B
RISK FACTOR A.8

5. HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION LINE A
ISOLATION VALVE CV1228

RISK FACTOR 1.0
6. HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION LINE B

ISOLATION VALVE CV1227
RISK FACTOR 1.0

7. HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION LINE C
ISOLATION VALVE CV1219

RISK FACTOR 1.0
8. HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION LIN£ D

ISOLATION VALVE CV1220
RISK FACTOR 1.0

9. MAKEUP PUMP SUCTION CHECK VALVE BW2
RISK FACTOR 3.6

10. MAKEUP PUMP SUCTION CHECK VALVE BW3
RISK FACTOR 3.5

J. LOW PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM

1 . BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK
OUTLET BLOCK VALVE BW1X

RISK FACTOR 56
2. BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK OUTLET

HEADER ISOLATION VALVE CV1407A
RISK FACTOR A.3

3. BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK OUTLET
HEADER ISOLATION VALVE CV1A08B

RISK FACTOR 4.8
A. TRAIN A CONTROL VALVE CV1A28

RISK FACTOR I.I
5. TRAIN B CONTROL VALVE CV1A29

RISK FACTOR 1.1
6. DECAY HEAT EXCHANGER E35A SERVICE

WATER INLET VALVE CV3822
RISK FACTOh 1.5

7. DECAY HEAT EXCHANGER E35B SERVICE
WATER INLET VALVE CV3821

RISK FACTOR 1.3
8. LOW PRESSURE INJECTION LINE

CHECK VALVE DH1AA
RISK FACTOR 1.1

9. LOW PRESSURE INJECTION LINE
CHECK VALVE DK1AB

RISK FACTOR 1. l
10. PUMP P34A

RISK FACTOR 1.5
11. PUMP P3AB

RISK FACTOR 1. *
12. REACTOR BUILDING SUMP

ISOLATION VALVE CV1A05
RISK FACTOR 1.5

1 3 . REACTOR BUILDING SUMP
ISOLATION VALVE CV1A06
RISK FACTOR 1 . 4

1A. TRAIN A ISOLATION VALVE CV1A01
RISK FACTOR 1.0

15. TRAIN B ISOLATION VALVE CV1400
RISK FACTOR 1.0

I. REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM

1. REACTOR SCRAM BREAKER A
RISK FACTOR 5.0

2. REACTOR SCRAM BREAKER B
RISK FACTOR 5.0

3. REACTOR SCRAM BREAKER Cl
RISK FACTOR 3.0

A. REACTOR SCRAM BREAKER C2
RISK FACTOR 3.0

5. REACTOR SCRAM BREAKER Dl
RISK FACTOR 3.0

6. REACTOR SCRAM BREAKER D2
RISK FACTOR 3 . 0

K. SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

1. AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM
ISOLATION VALVE CV36A3

RISK FACTOR n

2. INTERMEDIATE COOLING WATER SYSTEM
ISOLATION VALVE CV3820

RISK FACTOR u

3. DIESEL GENERATOR 1 HEAT EXCHANGER
SERVICE WATER VfcLVE CV 3806

RISK FACTOR 4 g

A. DIESEL GENERATOR 2 HEAT EXCHANGER
SERVICE WATER VALVE CV 3807

RISK FACTOR A 6
5. PUMP PAB

RISK FACTOR 13

6. PUHP PAC
RISK FACTOR 13


